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–One of the most prominent Russian researchers 

the culture and philosophy of Tibet; 

–The granddaughter of the sister of the outstanding Buddhist 
public figure of the early twentieth century, Aghvan Dorzhiev; 

–Daughter of a large Soviet Mongolian, Sanje Danzikovich 
Dylykov; 

–Partyr of the world famous orientalist Yuri Nikolayevich 
Roerich; 

-Candidate of Philology. 

 

Vilena Sandzheevna 

Dylykova-Parfionovich 



Translation work 

Sacred Tibetan texts lasted 5 years, 
from 2011 to 2016 

  



 

The book Kalachakra Tantra is the fruit of the 

author’s many years of work in translating 

and deciphering one of the key treatises of 

Tibetan Buddhism. 

 

The complexity of the text led VS Dylykov-

Parfionovich to the conclusion that in addition 

to the direct (literal) meaning, the text has a 

hidden (encrypted) meaning. 

 

The task of the researcher was to give two 

translation of the text "Kalachakra Tantra" - 

literal and transcript. They were 

published in different books. 

 



A literal translation is a translation of a 

Tibetan text, using the usual (traditional) 

meanings of Tibetan words. 

 

 

 Decryption is a translation of Tibetan text 

using 

astronomical and astrological 

key. Ordinary Tibetan words are perceived 

as symbols ("ciphers") of certain 

astronomical objects (planets, stars, 

constellations, galaxies, etc.) 

 



 

 

A new look at the sacred Tibetan text - the 

discovery of V.S. Dylykova-Parfionovich, 

which marks a new stage in the 

development of modern Tibetology. 

 

 

He lays the foundation for the formation of 

the synthesis of the humanities and natural 

sciences, the cooperation of modern 

science and the spiritual accumulations of 

the East. 



 The book acquaints the reader with the first 
translation from Tibetan into Russian of one of the 
central sacred texts of Buddhism, the Kalachakra 
Tantra, its most complex part devoted to the Universe. 

 

 The text is supplemented by translations of two 
Tibetan treatises on cosmogony and copyrighted 
materials about the picture of the world in India and 
Tibet in the Middle Ages. Unique edition. The book 
was published with the blessing of His Holiness Dalai 
Lama XIV. 























































Congress organizers thank 
Vilena Sandzheevna Dylykova-Parfionovich 

for the invaluable contribution to the development of 
the science of theosophy, natural and human sciences! 


